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Abstract. The Lightning network (LN) addresses Bitcoin’s scalability
issues by providing fast and private payment processing. In order to
mitigate failures caused by insufficient channel capacities, LN introduced
multi-path payments. To the best of our knowledge, the effect of multi-
path payments remains unclear. In this paper, we therefore study the
impact of multi-path payments on performance and privacy. We identify
metrics quantifying the aforementioned properties and utilise them to
evaluate the impact of multi-path payments. To this end, we develop a
simulator implementing pathfinding in LN using single and multi-path
payments as well as various pathfinding algorithms. We find that, while
the success rate of multi-path payments is up to 20% higher, the impact of
multi-path payments on performance otherwise remains within limits. On
the other hand, the impact on privacy appears to be greater, e.g., multi-
path payments are more likely to encounter an on-path adversary and
the relationship anonymity is more likely to be compromised by colluding
intermediate hops. However, multi-path payments are less likely to be
deanonymised based on the path lengths.

1 Introduction

Layer 2 solutions such as the Lightning network (LN) [21] offer a solution to
Bitcoin’s scalability problem by means of a payment channel network (PCN).
A PCN is a network of off-chain payment channels, each between two parties,
in which funds can move in either direction as long as both parties agree. LN
facilitates fast payment processing by limiting the need for global consensus to
a subset of states [21]. In addition to speed, privacy is a focal objective in LN
leading to various privacy-enhancing measures. For instance, while channel ca-
pacities are announced to the public network, the individual endpoints’ balances
are kept private. LN also supports multi-hop payments allowing the routing of
payments over multiple intermediate nodes.

The final publication will be available in the proceedings of the 7th International Work-
shop on Cryptocurrencies and Blockchain Technology (CBT 2023).



Finding such paths is an essential part of LN and is delegated to the sender
of a payment. i.e., multi-hop payments are source-routed. The pathfinding algo-
rithm in LN is typically accomplished using Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm [5]
and a fee-based cost function.3 Given the uncertainty over balances, a path cho-
sen by a sender, may fail due to insufficient balances along the way. To ameliorate
this challenge, a lot of effort has been devoted to the question of efficient routing,
e.g., [2, 22, 26] and notably [20] whose authors proposed the selection of paths
based on the probability of a payment succeeding.

It has been shown that LN generally performs well with lower payment vol-
umes, but suffers from degradation with increasing payment volumes due to a
lack of channels with sufficiently high capacity [3,31]. As a response, the network
introduced multi-path payments (MPP) and atomic multi-path payments (AMP)
as an alternative payment scheme [6,8,18]. Such payments allow splitting a pay-
ment amount into multiple payment parts of lesser value and thereby maximise
on the entire available flow between sender and receiver. A crucial difference
between MPPs and AMPs is that the former use the same payment hash for all
parts and AMPs are atomic.

To the best of our knowledge, the relationship between performance and pri-
vacy in conjunction with multi-path payments remains open. Privacy in LN has
been shown to be susceptible to various attacks such as balance-revealing [4, 9]
and deanonymisation attacks [11,15,23]. It is probable that multi-path payments
may heighten privacy concerns due to payment data traversing the network on
multiple occasions, e.g., with respect to correlation attacks.

In this work, we study the impact of multi-path payments on performance
and privacy in LN empirically using network simulations. We include fee and
probability-based pathfinding in our analysis as the pathfinding algorithm plays
a role in the outcome of key routing parameters. Among others, we find that high-
volume payments are more likely to succeed as multi-path payments which are
also less likely to be deanonymised based on the path lengths. Where applicable,
we contextualise our results with earlier research. The main contributions of this
work can be summarised as follows:

1. we identify various metrics to quantify performance and privacy in the LN;

2. we compare the single and multi-path payments w.r.t the identified metrics
in combination with fee and probability-based pathfinding algorithms; and

3. we implement an LN simulator providing us with empirical, simulation-based
results on the impact of multi-path on performance and privacy in LN.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Sec. 2 provides an
overview of LN as well as our methodology including the identified metrics for
performance and privacy. We present and discuss our results in Sec. 3 and Sec. 4.
We summarise related literature in Sec. 5 and conclude in Sec. 6.

3 https://github.com/lightning/bolts/blob/master/07-routing-gossip.md#

requirements-9
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2 Network Model

Once a (bidirectional) channel in LN has been established between two parties,
an arbitrary number of payments can be made between them. By opening a
channel, a fixed number of funds is committed – known as the capacity – which
can be disposed of freely within the channel. Transactions between the two chan-
nel endpoints alter the parties’ balances, i.e., each node’s share of the channel’s
capacity. Motivated by privacy concerns, node balances are kept private.

For reasons mainly related to practicability, LN is not a complete network
in which every pair of nodes has a channel. Instead, channels form a PCN that
enables routing payments between parties via multiple intermediate hops. Multi-
hop routing requires that there must be a set of channels linking the sender and
the recipient and essentially boils down to a shortest path problem. The PCN is
therefore commonly modelled and reasoned about as a (directed) graph [3,28].

Definition 1 (The Lightning network graph). The LN graph is a directed
multigraph G = (V ,E) where V is the set of Lightning nodes and E the multiset
of payment channels in the network.

Note that while channels are bidirectional, attributes such as each node’s fee
structure make it necessary to distinguish the direction of an edge in G when
reasoning about pathfinding. Hence, it is necessary to define G as a directed
graph. G is a multigraph as, in practice, a pair of nodes may have more than
one channel between them.

Payments in Lightning are source-routed, i.e., the sender is responsible for
finding a path to the recipient, and is typically accomplished using some form of
Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm [5]. The LN specification, Basis of Lightning
Technology (BOLT) [1], defines the edge weights using a fee-minimising cost
function based on channel capacities, fees and locking duration. At the time of
writing, routing nodes in LN charge two types of fees – a base fee that is due
regardless of the amount in question as well as a proportional fee that is scaled
by the amount to be forwarded. Given the cost function, a shortest path search
algorithm is expected to return the cheapest path between two nodes. Due to
the uncertainty over balances, this cost function often leads to failed payments
as a result of insufficient liquidity [20].

Based on the observation that channels with higher capacity provide a higher
chance of success, Pickhardt et al. propose to select paths based on the success
probability [20], which is the product of the involved channels’ individual success
probabilities. The lower the ratio of payment amount and channel capacity, the
higher the success probability. In this case, a shortest path search algorithm
returns the channel with the highest probability of success.

Further design details of payment channels in general and PCNs in particular,
e.g., on the atomicity of multi-hop payments, can be found in [1, 13,21,29].

2.1 Performance Metrics

In the following, we describe metrics quantifying the performance of LN and
PCNs in general. While some of the described metrics can already be found



in existing literature, we identify additional metrics that encapsulate the utility
and usability of the network from a user’s perspective.

We begin with the success rate as a rudimentary measure of performance
which we define as the ratio of successful payments and the total number of pay-
ments [16]. Furthermore, we study the amount of transaction fees due for suc-
cessful multi-hop payments. In the case of multi-part payments, we consider each
part individually. The path length is a well-known measure of network topolo-
gies and quantifies the number of edges (channels) a payment traverses before
arriving at its recipient. Similar to the transaction fees, we consider the par-
tial payment paths independently. The path length is only relevant to successful
payments as failed payments do not have a complete path between sender and
receiver. As a final performance metric, we use the number of payment attempts
as an indicator of routing efficiency. We define the number of payment attempts
as the number of Hashed Timelock Contracts (HTLCs) triggered by a single pay-
ment before it eventually succeeds or fails. We define the number of attempts
for a multi-path payment as the sum of all parts’ attempts.

2.2 Privacy Metrics

Although LN (and layer 2 solutions in general) strives for improved privacy,
compared to on-chain solutions, recent works have identified shortcomings in
the privacy provided by LN [13, 23, 29, 30]. We compile measures quantifying
privacy in LN in what follows.

Unless stated otherwise, we assume an honest but curious (HBC) adversary.
Such an adversary is a legitimate participant in LN who will not deviate from the
protocol but will try to infer as much as possible from observed messages [17].
Given that an HBC adversary has limited capabilities, we consider these prop-
erties to be a lower bound on privacy in the network.

Observation rate: We quantify how often an on-path adversary observes
payments using what we call the observation rate. The observation rate is the
proportion of the number of payments that encountered an adversary in any
of their attempted paths and the total number of payments. This metric has
previously been studied in [29]. In the case of multi-path payments, we define
the observation rate as the proportion of payments that include such a node in
at least one of their parts’ attempted paths.

A high observation rate is a result of either a high number of watchers or,
more plausibly based on the properties of LN channel graph [12,23,27], routing
hubs that forward a great number of payments.

Sender and Receiver Inference: After analysing the length of payment
paths in LN, Kappos et al. set up a formula defining the probability that a
node’s predecessor and successor in a payment’s path are the respective payment
endpoints [10]. The formula is based on the path length probability distribution
and estimates the probabilities Prsuccs and Prfails of correctly identifying the
sender of successful and failed payments [10]. The probabilities Prsuccr and Prfailr

for the payment’s destination are calculated analogously.



Shorter, unsuccessful paths lead to the highest probabilities whereas longer,
successful paths exhibit the lowest probabilities. We propose to extend this mea-
sure to multi-path payments by handling payment parts as individual payments.

Relationship Anonymity: Tikhomirov et al. examine the probability of
a successful path being vulnerable to a confirmation attack [29], i.e., a path
s, i1, ..., in, d in which the hops i1 and in are under adversarial control.

We extend this measure to payments by characterising a payment as vulner-
able if at least one of its paths is vulnerable in that both the first and last hops
are controlled by an adversary. The measure is identical to the one in [29] for sin-
gle payments as they have exactly one path if successful. Assuming an on-path
adversary is able to correlate payments, e.g., using common identifiers such as
the condition to fulfil an HTLC, successfully deanonymising one payment path
is sufficient to determine the sender-recipient pairs for the remaining parts.

Path Diversity: We introduce path diversity as a further measure of privacy
in the LN, i.e., we want to identify how (dis)similar the paths of a multi-path
payment are with respect to the routing nodes and edges. It does not make
much sense to examine single payments in this context as there is only one path
for each such payment. Path diversity is desirable from a privacy standpoint in
order to reduce the number of payments being observed by the same node so as
to, e.g., hamper correlation attacks. A lack of path diversity is also suggestive of
an (over)reliance on some nodes and edges which is unhealthy for a network in
respect to resilience. However, path diversity also means more nodes are involved
in delivering a given payment likely leading to an increase of the observation rate.

We propose to quantify the path diversity for a set of payment paths using
the effective path diversity (EPD) measure defined by Rohrer et al. [25]. The
EPD is the degree to which a set of paths between the same source s and
destination d share common intermediate nodes and edges. It is an aggregation
of path diversities for a set of paths between a given node pair (s, d) and defined
as

EPD = 1− e−λksd ∈ [0, 1) , ksd =

k∑
i=1

Dmin(Pi), (1)

where k is the number of paths and Dmin(Pi) is the minimum diversity of path i
when measured against all previously selected paths. The constant λ scales the
impact of ksd based on the utility of added diversity. Lower marginal utility is
indicated by a high value of λ (> 1) whereas a low value of λ represents a higher
marginal utility. We argue that lower values of λ are more representative of the
significance of diverse paths in LN.

2.3 Network Simulations

In order to analyse the effects of the different payment types combined with
different pathfinding approaches, we developed a tool to simulate pathfinding
and payment delivery in LN using algorithms similar to those used in practice.



The simulator is publicly available in our accompanying Git repository.4 The
simulator reads LN snapshots to reconstruct the PCN according to the net-
work model in Def. 1. It supports probability-weighted [20] and fee-weighted
pathfinding5 as well as single and multi-path payments. The simulator imple-
ments a trial-and-error loop and attempts to deliver a failed payment by looking
for an alternative path until the set of possible paths is exhausted. In case of
ambiguity in the Lightning specification, e.g., on the maximum number of parts
a payment may be split into, we followed LND’s implementation as it is the most
commonly used client [32]. To this end, the simulator only attempts to split
payments greater than 10k sat and into at most 16 parts.

We utilised a channel graph dated 15th May 2023, which contains 18, 820
nodes and 134, 838 edges and was collected from our own well-synchronised LN
node. We discarded nodes and edges without essential data for the simulation
such as fee structure and reduced the graph to its largest strongly connected
component leading to a graph with 14, 453 nodes and 134, 782 edges.

Given the private nature of node balances, the simulator splits the channel
capacity into two balance values following a uniform distribution at the begin-
ning of a simulation (see [20] for discussions on the distribution of capacities)
and updates the node balances after every successful payment delivery. We sim-
ulate various payment volumes following the categorisation of payments in [7] as
actual volumes are unknown, i.e., micro payments, medium payments and macro
payments. We chose not to make assumptions about patterns between transact-
ing parties and simulated 5, 000 transactions between random sender-receiver
pairs for each selected amount ranging between 100 sat and 10 million (m) sat.
We repeated each simulation scenario multiple times with different seeds for the
random number generator, i.e., for each set of 5, 000 sender-receiver pairs, the
channel graph was initialised before simulating payment delivery of each amount
with all four combinations of pathfinding algorithm and payment type.

While the results in this work are based on an implementation of MPP in that
the same payment identifier is used for all parts, the results can be generalised to
AMP, e.g., by assuming an attacker is able to identify related parts. Furthermore,
the simulator ensures that all multi-path payments are atomic, i.e., either all
parts succeed or no funds are moved at all.

3 Impact on Performance

We present and discuss our results pertaining to the performance of LN based
on the metrics presented in Sec. 2.1. All in all, our simulations confirmed either
what previous works have already established or what we can expect given what
we know about the network. We omit some charts due to space constraints but
provide interactive versions of all charts in our accompanying repository.6

4 https://github.com/cndolo/lightning-simulator
5 https://github.com/lightning/bolts/blob/master/07-routing-gossip.md#

htlc-fees
6 https://cndolo.github.io/lightning-simulator
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3.1 Success Rate

We observe that the choice of pathfinding method is not significant for the success
of the simulated payments. Instead, the payment amount – limited by channel
capacities – is the decisive factor. The type of payment plays a secondary role
for the success rate in that larger payments are more successful when routed
as multi-path payments. Most failures in LN are due to an insufficient maxi-
mum flow between sender and receiver, i.e., there is no path between sender and
receiver where all of the path’s edges have enough capacity to forward the re-
quested amount [3]. Clearly, multi-path payments are at an advantage over single
payments when it comes to utilising the maximum flow because a payment can
be delivered via multiple paths.

As the payment amount increases, probability-weighted payments begin to
show a very slight advantage of up to 2% over their respective fee-weighted coun-
terparts. Multi-path payments start to separate themselves at payment volumes
≥10k sat when payments may actually be split and succeed approximately 20%
more often than their single counterparts. However, less than 2% of the payments
worth 5m sat and greater succeeded regardless of payment type.

3.2 Transaction Fees

In general, we noticed that the amount of absolute fees increases with the pay-
ment amount. Furthermore, paths selected based on the success probability are
more expensive than fee-weighted paths. This is not surprising and indeed ex-
pected given that fee-weighted pathfinding selects paths by minimising the total
amount of fees whereas probability-weighted pathfinding disregards the fees.

While multi-path payments mostly incur slightly higher fees than comparable
single payments, the additional cost of splitting a payment seems to be negligible.
The difference is partly due to the base fees charged by some nodes in LN. In
the absence of base fees, we expect close to no difference between single and
multi-path payments provided that all parts take paths with similar fee policies.
Tochner et al. found that fee policies in LN mostly follow the same structure [30].

The necessity of the base fee in LN has been questioned [19], however, it is yet
to be eliminated completely. At the time of writing, 50% of the channels in LN
have adopted this proposal and do not charge a base fee.7 The impact of base fees
becomes clearer when looking at the charged fees relative to the payment volume.
Lower payment volumes such as 100 sat were the most expensive regardless of
the pathfinding method or payment type.

3.3 Path Length

The distribution of the successful paths’ lengths is depicted in Fig. 1. At lower
payment volumes, some fee-weighted paths are significantly longer than probability-
weighted paths with some even at the maximum permitted hop count of 20.

7 According to https://lnrouter.app/graph/zero-base-fee.

https://lnrouter.app/graph/zero-base-fee
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Fig. 1. The distribution of successful payments’ path lengths.

For payment volumes of up to 100k sat, all combinations yield a constant
median path length of 5. The median path length drops to 4 at payment vol-
umes ≥500k sat for single and ≥5m sat for multi-path payments. In anticipation
of discussions on privacy in Sec. 4.2, shorter paths have a negative impact on
privacy in LN. The results presented here align with findings presented in [10].

3.4 Payment Attempts

The total number of payment attempts recorded during simulation of the dif-
ferent combinations for various amounts is shown in Fig. 2. The total number
of attempts remains almost constant for all simulated amounts. As the payment
volume increases, we notice that the number of attempts made by single pay-
ments gradually decreases for payments greater than 50k sat. In cases where no
capable routes are found, payments fail without recording any attempts thus
leading to the decline in the number of attempts for single payments. This claim
is supported by the results in Sec. 3.1 where we recorded an almost zero suc-
cess rate for the highest payment amounts. When looking at the percentage of
successful attempts, we find that, while the total number of attempts remains
almost constant, most of the HTLCs initiated by multi-path payments are not
fulfilled in contrast to single payments.

Furthermore, probability-weighted pathfinding requires marginally fewer at-
tempts, which becomes evident as the payment amount increases. This is because
of the fundamental premise that probability-weighted pathfinding prefers chan-
nels with endpoints that are more likely to have sufficient routing balance leading
to fewer iterations of the trial-and-error loop.

3.5 Insights

– The payment volume plays the most significant role in the success of a pay-
ment. We observe a previously confirmed inverse relationship between the
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Fig. 2. The total number of HTLC attempts and the percentage of successful attempts.

payment volume and success rate [3, 31]. The type of payment plays a sec-
ondary role with multi-path payments able to deliver up to 20% more high-
volume payments than single payments.

– The impact of multi-path payments on fees proved to be marginal. In light
of the gradual elimination of base fees, we expect the additional fees ac-
crued by multi-path payments to diminish. Furthermore, our simulations
show that the pathfinding algorithm plays a vital role in the accumulated
fees as routes computed based on the success probability are significantly
more expensive than fee-weighted payments. While the main result is not
unexpected, we have been able to quantify that probability-weighted paths
charge between 3% and 10% more than fee-weighted paths in relative fees.

– Our results on path lengths indicate that it is not quite determined by the
payment type but more by the pathfinding approach. The payment amount
in question plays a minor role although the difference between the median
path lengths for different amounts is not significant.

– We find that the number of additional payments triggered by multi-path
payments is reasonable, however, a quick glance at the relative values shows
that more and more of these attempts are futile as the payment volume
increases. The heightened success rate comes at the price of more network
activity. Furthermore, we establish that probability-weighted pathfinding is
more efficient than fee-weighted pathfinding with regard to the number of
payment attempts.

4 Impact on Privacy

As the outcome of some of the discussed privacy measures is heavily dependent
on an adversary’s standing in the network, we executed our simulations with
two different adversary selection strategies on the same set of payments. Similar
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Fig. 3. The observation rate for successful payments for selected payment volumes,
various adversary selection strategies and a varying number of adversarial nodes.

to [11] and [14], we characterised up to 20 nodes as adversaries based on be-
tweenness centrality and random selection. Note that the betweenness centrality
was computed without weights.

4.1 Observation rate

Fig. 3 shows the observation rate for successful payments using two different ad-
versary selection strategies. Unsurprisingly, the random selection of adversaries
results in a very low observation rate whereas central nodes observe a high num-
ber of payments. These results are to be expected given the underlying scale-free
topology [3, 23] of the channel graph and hint at the presence of routing hubs.

The observation rate is higher for multi-path payments and is highest with
probability-weighted pathfinding. With only 15 adversarial nodes, over 70% of
the payments were observed by a central adversary. These findings are indica-
tive of a relation between centrality and capacity because probability-weighted
pathfinding deliberately looks for high capacity channels (in proportion to the
payment’s value).

An explanation for the higher observation rate when using multi-path pay-
ments is the triggered payment attempts (cf. Fig. 2). Accordingly, multi-path
payments have a higher observation rate than single payments and are other-
wise identical with regard to the different pathfinding methods.

From a privacy standpoint, the presence of hubs is indeed problematic as
these central watchers observe a fair share of the payments allowing them to
gather an abundant amount of information. For instance, such a node could
profile users in the case of regular payments of a certain amount taking the same
(sub-)path. The importance of path diversity in the network becomes evident.
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4.2 Sender and Receiver Inference

Having studied the odds of encountering an adversary on a payment’s path, we
examine what information can be gained by such an observation. The probabil-
ities of correctly deanonymising the sender are depicted in Fig. 4. Recall that
payment parts are handled individually and that the probabilities for receiver
deanonymisation Prr are equal to the corresponding Prs.

Successful, single payments are more likely to be deanonymised with the prob-
abilities increasing for higher payment amounts. It may seem counter-intuitive
that the sender of multiple payment parts is harder to deanonymise but it is
resultant of the individual parts’ path lengths and how often they occur. There
are fewer successful single payments at higher volumes and given that the den-
sity of single payments’ path lengths around the median increases (see Fig. 1),
the probability of a path being of that length rises. Besides, this measure does
not try to correlate observed payments.

We also observe that the probabilities Prsuccs generally increase as the pay-
ment volume increases. Given that we know from Sec. 3.3 that the path lengths
not only tend to get shorter as the payment volume increases but also same-
length paths become more common, Prsuccs is expected to increase. As every
additional edge increases the risk of payment failure, the availability of short,
liquid paths is a desirable property for a PCN like Lightning. However, precisely
this property has a negative impact on the anonymity.

The odds shift slightly when looking at the probabilities Prfails for failed
paths in that fee-weighted paths are easier to deanonymise than probability-
weighted paths for payments >1k sat and <100k sat. Outside of this range,
probability-weighted paths continue to be more likely to be deanonymised. We
also find that Prfails for the two payment types do not differ greatly when using
the same pathfinding approach and establish that the pathfinding method is
decisive for the sender/receiver inference of failed payments.
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Fig. 5. The percentage of payments in which the first and last hop of at least one part
are adversarial.

4.3 Relationship Anonymity

The percentage of payments vulnerable to deanonymisation based on colluding
intermediate hops is shown in Fig. 5. Similar to [29], we find that a random
selection of adversaries does not compromise the relationship anonymity. On the
other hand, the impact of central adversaries is already evident at just a handful
of adversaries. 20 adversaries, corresponding to ≪ 1% of the node population,
are sufficient to compromise up to 20% of the payments.

As the payment amount increases, the overall share of vulnerable payments
decreases, however, the anonymity of multi-path payments is more likely to be
compromised. As shown in Fig. 6, the number of payment parts increases thereby
increasing the attack surface (in comparison to single payments). With respect
to the different pathfinding algorithms, probability-weighted paths are more vul-
nerable to such a confirmation attack. We hypothesise that this is because its
search optimises for shorter paths with relatively high capacity which places
well-connected nodes with high-capacity channels at an advantage. This claim is
supported by the slight decrease in vulnerable payments as the payment amount
increases driving the shortest path search algorithm to deviate to less-preferred
paths.

We conclude that the pathfinding approach plays a significant role for rela-
tionship anonymity as probability-weighted paths are clearly more susceptible
to attacks. Multi-path payments are also more vulnerable to deanonymisation
attacks than single payments in case of compromised intermediaries.

4.4 Path Diversity

We applied the EPD measure to every set of paths taken by multi-path payments
using different values of λ reflecting the utility of diverse paths and depict the
results in Fig. 7. The number of paths k is the number of parts a payment was
split into. In general, and regardless of the pathfinding approach, the utilised



paths exhibit diversity ranging between 0 and 0.6 for the smallest and greatest
tested λ respectively. For payments below 500k sat and 1m sat, the EPD values
for fee and probability pathfinding are all 0, which can be attributed to the fewer
number of parts needed to complete payments. These scores imply that paths
contain very few disjoint hops, e.g., detours around a bottleneck channel, and
are otherwise identical.
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The EPD values increase as the payment amount increases and show a clear
correlation between the number of parts and the diversity. As visible in Fig. 6,
the number of parts increases as the payment amount increases. Although higher
values of λ result in higher EPD values, the overall progression of the EPDs
remains the same. We argue that lower values of λ best signify the utility of
diverse paths with respect to the privacy of the Lightning channel graph.

4.5 Insights

– High-centrality nodes observe a fair share of the payments especially when
using probability-weighted pathfinding. Furthermore, the observation rate
for multi-path payments is higher than that of single payments. The higher
observation rate is due to the number of triggered HTLCs and payment
parts. A tug-of-war between performance and privacy appears to be evident.

– Our results point to the influence of the payment type on the sender and
receiver inference of successful payments based on path length probabilities.
We established that successful single payments are more likely to be com-
promised by a predecessor/successor attack while the pathfinding method
plays a bigger role for failed payments.

– In contrast, we find that relationship anonymity is more likely to be com-
promised by colluding intermediate nodes when using multi-path payments.



– We find that a higher number of payment parts has a positive impact on the
path diversity which can lead to better privacy, e.g., by bypassing correlation
attacks. Simultaneously, the presence of more diverse paths means a payment
has a higher chance of traversing different observation points leading to a
higher share of vulnerable paths.

5 Related Work

Given the abundance of literature on PCNs and the LN in particular, we limit
ourselves to relevant literature that deals with the interaction between utility
and privacy in Lightning. To the best of our knowledge, no prior work covers
these properties with regard to multi-path payments.

In an early work on LN, Martinazzi studies the structural properties of the
channel graph shortly after its mainnet launch and finds, among others, that
the network is resilient to random failures [14]. More recent works also present
findings on the structural properties of LN [3, 23, 27, 30]. For example, Béres et
al. find that it is possible to deduce transacting parties based on the short path
lengths PCN [3]. Kappos et al. study the privacy offered by LN [10], revealing
privacy attacks and formalising the findings presented in [3].

Tang et al. study the interplay between privacy and utility in PCNs and show
fundamental limits of the established trade-off [28]. They argue that PCNs must
choose either low privacy or low utility and cannot offer profound privacy and
utility simultaneously. Additionally, Malavolta et al. prove the trade-off between
privacy and concurrency in PCNs [13] and show that PCNs can only achieve
non-blocking progress at the expense of privacy.

The authors of [18] investigate the utility of multi-path payments for the
successful delivery of payments in LN and show that splitting payments leads
to a higher success rate. The authors of [20] investigate payment splitting and
discuss when and how to split a payment. They conclude that payment splitting
is only beneficial for large payments.

Similar to our work, multiple previous works follow an empirical approach
and are based on network simulators [3, 10, 11, 24]. However, they either make
simplifying assumptions about the routing algorithm, payment distribution or
updates to the channel graph during simulation. In addition, the simulator de-
veloped in this work contributes to the state of the art by implementing support
for multiple payment schemes as well as different pathfinding algorithms.

6 Conclusion

We identified performance and privacy metrics for PCNs and studied the im-
pact of multi-path payments on performance and privacy in LN empirically. In
part, we confirm earlier results such as the relationship between the success rate
and payment volume. Having recorded notable differences in the fees, number
of payment attempts, and path lengths, we find that the choice of pathfinding
algorithm has a greater impact on performance than on privacy. Our results



indicate that the impact of multi-path payments on performance generally re-
mains within limits, although multi-path payments have a higher success rate.
Our results point to a greater impact of multi-path payments on privacy, e.g.,
the higher chance of encountering an on-path adversary. Remarkably, while such
payments are more susceptible to confirmation attacks, they are also less likely
to be deanonymised by a simple predecessor/successor attack than single pay-
ments. In summary, multi-path payments are especially useful for the delivery
of high-volume payments which, however, comes with concerns on privacy. Both
payment types showed weaknesses with regard to privacy due to the structure
of the channel graph making it difficult to mark one superior to the other.
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